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Almost every operating system offers some kind of scheduling
service for invoking scripts or programs. For example, you
may be familiar with the Windows

Start Up program group. However, one of
the glaring problems with these services,
including the Start Up program group, is
that they all provide capabilities for a specific
operating system and don't work in more
than one environment. Windows 95 provided
the System Agent, including a user interface
and some application programming inter-
faces (APIs). Windows NT came with the
AT command, which is not a particularly
user friendly tool. Fortunately, the Windows
Task Scheduler, introduced with Windows
98 and incorporated into Windows 2000,
solves many of the deficiencies of these
other task scheduling systems.

The Task Scheduler, which runs on
Windows 95, 98, NT and 2000, is a user-
friendly scheduling package that provides a
drag-and-drop interface and a wizard for
creating new tasks, and allows you to schedule
programs, scripts and BAT files using flexible scheduling criteria.
For example, you could use the Windows Task Scheduler to run a
resource-intensive database purge job only when the server is idle.

You could also tell the Task Scheduler to initiate a script that
reboots the server once a week; for example, every Sunday morning.

It is not uncommon in today's corporate
computing environment for a company to
implement hundreds of Windows NT and
Windows 2000 servers. As more and more
servers are implemented in an organization,
the job of managing these servers can quickly
become overwhelming for the operations
staff. As IS professionals, one of our jobs is to
automate as many tasks as possible to make
these servers "operator intervention free."
There are many tasks that can be automated in
most environments, including the following:

◆ automatically starting backup jobs
◆ monitoring log files and taking actions

when errors are detected
◆ copying files from one server to another
◆ running maintenance programs for our

application systems

In this article, I will take a close look at
the Windows Task Scheduler. Once you become familiar with the
capabilities of the Task Scheduler, you will begin to see how you
can use this service to automate many of these routine tasks.
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OBTAINING THE TASK SCHEDULER
(FOR WINDOWS 95 AND WINDOWS NT MACHINES)

The Windows Task Scheduler is built into the Windows 98 and
Windows 2000 platforms. It is also available under the Windows 95
and Windows NT operating systems; however, since it was not built
into these systems, it must be manually installed.

To install the Task Scheduler on a Windows 95 or Windows NT
system perform the following steps:

1. Using an active Internet connection, launch Internet
Explorer> Help > Product Updates.

2. Click on "Yes" when presented with the pop-up box to allow
Active Setup to determine what Internet components are
currently installed on your computer.

3. Scroll through the available updates and tools available to the
Additional Explorer Enhancements area and select the "Task
Scheduler." Click on "Next."

4. Select a download site from a drop-down box on the next
screen and click on "Install Now" to install the Task
Scheduler. When this install has completed, you will be
prompted to restart your computer before proceeding with the
use of the Task Scheduler.

SCHEDULING A TASK

To become familiar with the mechanics of using the Windows
Task Scheduler, let's schedule a simple task using the following
steps:

1. Click on Start > Programs > Accessories > System Tools >
Scheduled Tasks. You will be presented with the box shown in
Figure 1.

2. Double-click on the "Add Scheduled Task" icon to launch the
Task Scheduler Wizard.

3. Click on "Next" to continue.
4. Choose the program that you wish to schedule and click on

"Next." For your first test you could select a program such as
Notepad or Calculator.

5. Type a name for this task and indicate when you want the
task performed. The available options are shown in Figure 2.

If you are scheduling this task on the Windows 95 or 98 operating
system you will be presented with the screen shown in Figure 3,
confirming the information that you entered into the Task
Scheduler.

Note the box at the bottom of Figure 3 which, when checked, will
open the advanced properties of this task. If you are scheduling a
task on the Windows NT or Windows 2000 operating systems,
under which there is increased security, you will be presented with
a box, as shown in Figure 4, in which you will need to specify a
user name and password. The Task Scheduler will launch the
scheduled task as if it was started by that user.

FIGURE 1: THE WINDOWS TASK SCHEDULER USER INTERFACE

FIGURE 2: SELECTING AN INTERVAL FOR THE TASK
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FIGURE 3: REVIEWING THE NEW TASK 

FIGURE 4: SETTING SECURITY  OR WINDOWS
NT AND  INDOWS 2000 TASKS
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ADVANCED SCHEDULING TECHNIQUES

The scheduling criteria available to you is very robust. Figure 5
shows the "Settings" screen of a scheduled task. As you can see,
there are many criteria that you can place on the scheduling of the
task. For example, you can tell the operating system to stop the task
if it runs over a specified amount of time. However, be careful when
using this setting because stopping certain programs can cause file
integrity problems.

In the "Idle Time" section of the Settings tab, you can tell the
operating system to start the task when the system has been idle for
a specified number of minutes. You can also tell the operating system
to stop the task if the system is no longer idle.

The Power Management section of the Settings tab allows you
to prevent the task from running if the system is on battery power
and to stop the task if "battery mode" begins.

If you click on the Schedule tab of a task, as shown in Figure 6,
you can specify when the task should be run. Notice that you can
tell the Task Scheduler to run a task every time the system is started
or every time a user logs onto the machine.

MOVING A TASK FROM ONE MACHINE TO
ANOTHER

When a task is added to the Task Scheduler, a .job file describing
this task is placed in the Windows\Tasks folder. This design makes
it simple to create a scheduled task on one machine and copy the
task to other machines.

There are two methods you can use to copy scheduled tasks from
one Windows machine to another:

1. Copy the .job file(s) from the Windows\Tasks folder of one
machine to the Windows\Tasks folder of another machine.

2. Drag and drop the tasks from one machine to another. For
Windows 2000 machines, click on "My Network Places,"
then view the entire network. Double-click on the machines
that you wish to move the tasks between and open their
Scheduled Tasks folders. Then, simply drag the task from
one machine to the other.

Figure 7 shows a Windows 2000 Professional workstation that
has its own Scheduled Tasks folder open and also has the Scheduled
Tasks folder of a Windows 2000 Advanced Server open. The user
can then drag the scheduled tasks between machines.
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FIGURE 6: MORE ADVANCED SCHEDULING CRITERIA
IS AVAILABLE VIA THE SCHEDULE TAB

FIGURE 7: DRAG AND DROP OF SCHEDULED TASKS
BETWEEN WINDOWS 2000 MACHINES

FIGURE 5: ADVANCED SCHEDULING CRITERIA
IS AVAILABLE VIA THE SETTINGS TAB
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CONCLUSION

As you perform your daily work activities, you will find the
Windows Task Scheduler useful to automate some of your routine
activities. I use the Task Scheduler frequently. In fact, I recently
encountered an application problem that required me to delete
several files on a daily basis. I quickly tired of manually deleting
these files each day, so I wrote a simple BAT file to perform the
deletions and scheduled this BAT file to run once every day.

I also use the Task Manager when I need a special re-boot of a
file server. Rather than telling the computer operator to re-boot the
server in the middle of the night, I use the Task Scheduler to run a
script file that automatically performs the re-boot.

One of the nice features of the Task Scheduler is its ability to
schedule tasks when a user logs onto the machine. The Task
Scheduler is one tool that every network administrator and applications
analyst should keep in his or her personal tool-kit.  
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